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CABINET CONFIGURATION OPTIONS/MODEL NUMBERS

AMERICAN SPECIALTIES, INC.
441 Saw Mill River Road, Yonkers, NY 10701 (914) 476-9000 10-04

CABINET  CONFIGURATION  OPTIONS / MODEL NO.__________

             SUFFIX                                                                 DESCRIPTION
                -00                      One liquid soap valve
                -01                      Two liquid soap valves
                -05                      Fixed tilt mirror
                -06                      Adjustable tilt mirror
                -07                      Patient mirror (additional mirror in recess above soap tank)
                -08                      No 4 satin finish (non-reflective) stainless steel door in lieu of mirror door
                -09                      Two adjustable stainless steel shelves
                -10                      Permanent glass mirror panel (no towel dispenser slot)
                -11                      Cup dispenser (capacity: 100 three (3) ounce (90ml) cups)
                -12                      Plate glass- 1/4" (6mm) mirrored door
                -13*                    Tempered glass mirror -1/4" (6mm) thick
                -14*                    Stainless steel mirror - type 304, No 8 mirror polished finish
                -15*                    Lexan Dura-MirTM - 1/4" (6mm) thick
                -17*                    Plexiglass   Mirror - 1/4" (6mm) thick
                -19                      Light fixture, one fluorescent tube
                -20                      Ground fault interrupter (GFI) outlet furnished as per NEC code
                -21                      Shelf type soap dispenser with one liquid valve
                -22                      Lavatory mounted soap dispenser #0332
                -23                      24" long mirror in lieu of handicapped mirror
                -24                      Two storage compartments for patients toiletries
                -25                      Waste receptacle with locked access door and self closing push door
                -26                      Open top waste receptacle
                -32                      Hinged door with no towel dispenser slot
                -50                      Gooseneck Spout, Foot Controlled Water Supply, Automatic Mixing Valve, Waste receptacle

NOTES:
1.     See individual product data sheets to determine which options apply to each unit.

2.     More than one option may be specified by grouping suffixes (eg. -0113 indicating 2 liquid soap valves and tempered
glass mirror).

3.    Those glazing types marked with an asterisk (*) are suited  to applications where frequent breakage and/or security
problems exist.  These surfaces are best specified for use in prisons, schools, police stations, hospital wards, etc.,
where shards of broken glass might  be used as weapons.  The reflective qualities of these mirror types are not as true
as plate glass.

4.     Refer to glazing options sheet for complete description of glazing types.


